Tribute to Michael Shannon
I

have thought about Michael W. Shannon, MD, MPH,
everyday since March 10th, 2009. As my maternity
leave with by daughter Caroline was coming to an end,
I was at the hospital preparing to return to work. Rich
Bachur called an emergency faculty meeting, and I
remember vividly him giving us the horrible news that
Tuesday afternoon in the Children's Hospital Boston
Emergency Department Library. Everyone was there,
including the senior names in the field such as Gary
Fleisher, Anne Stack, Marc Baskin, Marvin Harper,
and Sara Schutzman. All of us sat in the room stunned,
not really believing the news. When together, our
faculty is usually quite talkative, boisterous as a matter
of fact, but that day we sat in silence. I do not think
there was a dry eye in the place. I am still not sure that
I really do believe he is gone.
Michael Shannon was a true academician in every
sense of the word. He loved to learn, teach, and
practice medicine. He thrived on thinking. He would
encourage us to “exercise our memories” when in
toxicology rounds, emphasizing that a strong knowledge base of the “facts” would facilitate swift clinical
decision making when needed. And he was right. With
his guidance, I learned chemical structures, receptor
physiology, clinical pathways, antidotes, and Latin
names of plants and venomous creatures. Since March,
I still become slightly emotional when discussing some
of his favorite topics in daily Poison Center rounds:
aspirin, digoxin, lead, Michaelis-Menten kinetics,
mushrooms, and his beloved theophylline.
Years ago when I asked him how to study for my
Medical Toxicology boards, he merely pointed to 4
large toxicology textbooks that were placed above him
at his desk (one of which he edited) and he
recommended that I read each of them in their
entirety; at first I thought he was joking. I learned
quickly he was not. Boarded in 4 fields (Pediatrics,
Pediatric Emergency Medicine, Emergency Medicine,
and Medical Toxicology), he was always an advocate
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for reading original textbooks as well as the medical
literature. In the early years of my training, before easy
electronic access to journals, I would walk into his
office and ask to photocopy a particular study. He
would open the file drawer, lick his right index finger,
and produce said article from a set of files that must
have contained more than 1000 original scientific
articles. When he sat for his Toxicology recertification
examination in 2006, I believe he missed only one
question, as I heard him ask several of us if we knew
that chronic exposure to nickel could lead to nasal
carcinomas. I do now.
I loved going to the Toxicology meetings with
Michael. He was always respectful of each presenter
but could think of insightful ways to improve on study
design and outcomes measured. He enjoyed socializing
at the poster sessions and actively participated in
academic discussions with his colleagues, medical
toxicology fellows, and poison center specialists alike.
He endorsed eating at fine restaurants once the
platform sessions were done for the day, enjoying a
wide range of cuisines and wine. After September 11,
2001, all of the toxicologists drove, instead of flying, to
Montreal that October for the annual Toxicology
meeting; I saw him several times getting in his car to
go to Ogilvy's, Quebec's premiere department store, to
pick up presents for his spouse Elaine and children Lila
and Evan (Figures 1 and 2). He talked of his family
often, always with a smile on his face.
Some of my favorite memories of Michael are not
the “medical” ones though he was a truly amazing
clinician (Figure 3). I think Michael would smile at the
thought of sharing them here, as his life outside the
hospital was so rich. His middle name was Wayne
because his father had loved John Wayne. He had
never skied before but did not hesitate to join Jackie
Bryngil Corboy, Joyce Soprano, Sue Fuchs, and I after
a morning of lectures in Park City, Utah. He loved
going out in the French Quarter to hear jazz when
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Baum and I shown here is another favorite, as I know
Michael loved passing on the “toxicology torch” to each
of us (Figure 4). I wish Holly Perry was also in that
picture because she, Carl, and Erica will now serve as
my “anchors” in the field of medical toxicology, a
threesome so steeped with intelligence, wisdom, and
overall clinical excellence. Rich Bachur also gave me
Michael's gold “skeleton” poison lapel pin that he
always wore on his white coat around the hospital; it is
never coming off of my white coat.
It is an honor to have been taught by Michael. The
best way to continue to honor him, in my opinion, is to
keep the torch alive, passing down to the next
generations of toxicologists and pediatric emergency
medicine physicians a love for learning, teaching, and
academic medicine. Our institution's Poison Center
Conference Room and Emergency Department Library
will be dedicated to him later this year. I miss Michael
W. Shannon, MD, MPH, dearly, and think I always will.

Michele Burns Ewald, MD, FAAP, FACMT

FIGURE 1. Michael and Elaine Shannon, 1986.

attending pediatric emergency medicine meetings in
New Orleans. He was late to a toxicology lecture in
Orlando once, as he had gotten sidetracked identifying
the toxic mushrooms in front of the meeting hotel. He
encouraged people to participate in the Unitarian
Church, seeing that the Church had the summers off.
He did not like khaki pants and never wore them. He
loved writing with a red ink pen. He told me once he
was actually petrified of talking in front of large
audiences, a fact that I suspect most of us find hard
to believe given his gifted abilities at public speaking.
He and Elaine attended my seaside wedding in
Bermuda on October 23, 2004. It was a sunny day as
I said my vows with my husband, Doug; out of the
corner of my eye I saw a tall man in a white linen suit
with a top hat. There was only one man I knew who
could, and would, wear such a debonair outfit.
As the administrative staff cleaned out Michael's
desk in mid-March, they found in his top desk drawer a
photo of Michael and me taken at a meeting reception
in Palm Springs in 2002. It means the world to me that
he kept it; similarly, the photo with Erica Liebelt, Carl

It is hard to know where to begin when talking about
the breathtaking sweep of Michael Shannon's accomplishments. Medicine, academia, dance, life—he
excelled in them all (Figure 5).
But I think I will start with his lectures. You do not
forget a Michael Shannon lecture. Let me tell you about
the first one I heard, when I was third-year medical
student on an adolescent medicine rotation. Michael's
topic was street drugs. A commanding figure with a
mustache, an afro, and the best posture in emergency
medicine, he passed around a copy of High Times
magazine and told us what every drug was called, what
it did, what it cost, and how it was made. Two years later,
when I was an intern, his lecture on carbon monoxide
poisoning was so animated, so detailed, so chilling that it
drew me into a combined pediatric emergency medicine
and medical toxicology fellowship.
Well, that and the multiple trauma—a car hit 6 kids
crossing the median strip and we got 4 of them at
once at Children's Boston. The sliding doors adjoining
rooms 28, 29, and 30 opened up and we had all 4 beds
going in a bona fide “disaster.” Michael was his usual
calm, steady, graceful, confident self. For the younger
readers, I will point out that ER was not on TV yet—
George Clooney and Eric La Salle were probably still
in acting school. In fact, the whole field of pediatric
emergency medicine was not yet fully hatched. The
first set of boards had not been taken. Michael was a
beacon and a role model. For African American
students, I think his presence had even an extra
dimension of influence.
In addition to starting me on my clinical career, he
also launched my research career when I was a thirdyear resident. He sat me down in his office, booted up
Windows 3.1, and taught me to set up the database for
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FIGURE 2. Michael, Elaine, Evan and Lila Shannon, family vacation 2008.

my first study. Michael, a triple threat, saw dBase 3, no
less than the Cook catheter, as one of the tools of our
trade—and hence falling under the “see one, do one
teach one” rule. The door to his office was always open

to everyone and popping in to chat or to learn was
always an option.
In truth, we never really knew where he found the
time. He was so prolific. While we were struggling to

FIGURE 3. Providing clinical care.
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FIGURE 4. NACCT: NACCT meeting 1998 with Erica Liebelt, Carl Baum, Michael, and Michele Burns Ewald.

pump out a 200-word abstract for the SPR, Michael was
writing manuscripts, chapters, case reports, and whole
textbooks. In his too-short life, he somehow managed
to pioneer the field of pediatric toxicology, fight for
pediatric drug safety, write the textbook on medical
toxicology, lead the Children's Hospital Boston Emergency Department, work with governmental agencies
ranging from the EPA to the FDA, become Harvard
Medical School's first African American full professor
of pediatrics, and founded the pediatric pharmacology
program. And, on the side, danced in leading roles in
the Urban Nutcracker and Black Nativity.

FIGURE 5. Vacationing at Cape Cod, MA.

FIGURE 6. Dancing in personal protective equipment, (submitted by Rusty Lorenzen).
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FIGURE 7. Michael Shannon in his office.

I should probably point out that there were some
things even he could not teach us to do. One was how
to dance and another was how to strut through the
emergency department (ED) clinical area in a purple
leotard, heading back to his office, glistening after a
workout. That talent was his alone (Figure 6).
And then there were the gifts he gave to his beautiful
family that we could only hope to aspire to. Years later,
now that I have my own spouse and kids, every time I
take a trip, or am asked to speak, I think about how
Michael was as a dad and husband. He told me that if he
had a 2-day conference in Washington, DC, he would
fly home to have dinner with his spouse Elaine and his
children, Evan and Dalila (known as Lila) and then fly
back to DC early the next morning.
This past winter, as I sat in the audience and watched
Michael dance the part of Drosselmeyer in the Urban
Nutcracker, I was struck by how similar his stage
presence—calm but powerful and energetic—was to the
poise he exuded in the ED. He was widely known as the
“Dancing Doctor” because he practiced medicine and
danced as well. But also, he brought the world of the arts
into the ED through a presence and grace that
transformed those around him. When attending, there
was a particular patch of wall that was his. It was at the
center of gravity of the ED with a view of the whole
charting area and many of the rooms. He would lean
against it, exuding calm over the whole department as

he surveyed the scene. His white coat crisp over his
broad shoulders, his posture and tie perfect. He was
approachable and joyful about sharing his knowledge
and his skill with his peers, students, and patients.
And when he did share knowledge (Figure 7), it was
fully referenced with published articles by author,
journal, date, and sometimes even page number,
although truth be told, he may have been making up
the page numbers.
Over the past 14 years, I have had the opportunity to
work with Michael, my teacher, as a colleague.
Together, we have written grants, published papers,
mentored fellows, traveled, and socialized. The week
before his trip to Argentina, his last, I had popped my
head into his office. His door was open, as usual, and he
was full of ideas and energy—as usual.
How could I know that only days later, I would be
learning at a memorial service that the impact of his
that I felt, was shared by hundreds, maybe thousands of
people across the many spheres of his life—medicine,
public health, the arts, his church, his family.
It has been a hard blow. Michael is irreplaceable.
His spectacular achievements to date aside, I believe
that his best and most impactful medical research was
yet to come through the pediatric pharmacology
program he created. The loss there is also achingly
painful and transcends the personal.
But as a teacher, an artist, and I think also as a father
and a husband, he changed us, challenged us, and left
us what we need to go forward.
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